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Four teleological theories of addiction

HOWARD RACHLIN
State University ofNew York, Stony Brook, New York

Four theories are presented to account for addiction, defined as a high rate of consumption of a sub
stance that is ultimately harmful to the organism. The theories are teleological and behavioral in the
sense that the ultimate motivational forces they posit lie in the environmental context of behavior-in
an economic utility function or a process of behavioral a<ljustment-rather than in an internal physio
logical or cognitive mechanism. A theory by the psychologists Richard Hermstein and Drazen Prelec
is discussed that shows how melioration (maximization of local, as opposed to overall, or global, util
ity) may lead down a "primrose path" to addiction. Atheory by the economists Gary Becker and Kevin
Murphyshows how a primrose path may exist even when overall utility is maximized-provided that
utility of temporally distant events is discounted. Two other theories, one by George Stigler and Gary
Becker and one introduced here, an elaboration of the Stigler-Becker theory called "relative addic
tion," specify economic properties of addictive substances that would create the primrose path.

Aristotle (Physics, book II, chapter 7) described mo
tion of objects (including behavior of organisms) with
two causal principles-efficient and final. 1 Efficient
causes, used predominantly in physics since the Renais
sance, precede their effects (as the stimulus of a reflex
precedes the response). Psychological explanation in
terms of efficient causes specifies underlying mecha
nisms (neural circuitry or cognitive structure). Final
causes, on the other hand, specify overlying patterns.
The result of a final cause is not a response to a stimulus
but a component ofa pattern. An orchestra must play the
first movement of a symphony, for example, in order to
play the whole symphony-playing the symphony as a
whole is the final cause of playing the first movement.
Just as the effect of an efficient cause may be the cause
of another effect (as in a chain of neural stimuli and re
sponses), so the effect of a final cause may be the cause
of another effect-playing the movement is the final
cause of playing a theme within the movement. Teleo
logical explanation is explanation in terms of final
causes. When we say that the orchestra played the first
movement because it was playing the symphony, or
played the theme because it was playing the movement,
we are providing a teleological explanation of behavior.

The utility functions of modem economics are final
causes (Rachlin, 1992, 1994). A utility function is a pat
tern (mathematically expressed) into which particular
behavioral observations fit. Behavior under a particular
set of constraints (of budget and price) is assumed to
maximize utility. Once a utility function is estimated in
a given situation (with a given set of constraints), it may
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be tested in other situations (with other constraints). If
behavior, under the new constraints, fails to maximize
the hypothesized utility function, the function is modi
fied or a new function is hypothesized. Just as an organ
ism's actions, as they are observed in many situations,
may reveal an efficient cause-an underlying physiolog
ical or cognitive mechanism-so they may reveal a final
cause-a utility function (Samuelson, 1937). Individual
economics (microeconomics) is thus a teleological sci
ence and, since utility functions are supposed to have no
existence other than as behavioral markers, it is also a be
havioral science.

Because of their assumption that behavior maximizes
utility, microeconomic theories are often called "ratio
nal" theories. (It would be irrational not to maximize
utility.) But rationality in economics means merely that
some utility function is maximized. Within economics
there is no way to decide whether one utility function is
more rational than another. For example, a person who
chooses a penny today in preference to a million dollars
tomorrow would be deemed rational by economic theory
as long as that choice is consistent with (maximizes the
same utility function as) the person's other choices. Ra
tionality in economic theory, moreover, has nothing to do
with consciousness. A rat that maximizes a utility func
tion in choosing between laboratory chow, water, and
electrical brain stimulation (Green & Rachlin, 1991) is
no less rational, according to economic theory, than a
person choosing deliberately among items on a restau
rant menu.

The economist Gary Becker and his colleagues
(Becker, Grossman, & Murphy, 1992; Becker & Murphy,
1990; Stigler & Becker, 1977) have proposed "rational"
theories of addiction. And psychologists have demon
strated obedience to economic principles in the actual
consumption of addictive substances by humans and
other species (see articles in Green & Kagel, 1996). This
means only that addictive behavior may be explained in
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THE HERRNSTEIN-PRELEC THEORY

Figure 1. Utility as a function of relative rate of consumption
of a commodity, X, according to the Herrnstein-Prelec theory.
Overall utility decreases with consumption ofX, but the local util
ity of X is always greater than that of its alternative (Y). The
labels in parentheses show how the theory models a sample
addiction-alcoholic drinking.

Figure 1 is similar to diagrams drawn by Herrnstein
and Prelec (1992) to illustrate what they call "the prim
rose path." The primrose path works through "meliora
tion" (Herrnstein & Vaughan, 1980), which is choice of
the highest local reinforcement rate-that is, the highest
local increase in utility. Assume that a subject is choos
ing repeatedly between two alternatives, X and Y. The
horizontal axis ofFigure 1 shows the relative overall rate
of choosing X, [X/(X+ Y)]. Relative overall rate is mea
sured over some large but finite time window. In exper
iments with nonhuman subjects, on which the theory is
based, the window may extend over only a few minutes.

In the extension to human addiction, the window is pre
sumed to extend over days, weeks, months, or years. As
choices ofX and Yaccumulate, relative overall rate of X
changes accordingly.But relative overallrate also changes
as time passes and past choices drop out of the window.
If the window is large, encompassing many choices,
movement along the horizontal axis will be correspond
ingly slow. For example, suppose that in the past you
have exclusively eaten chicken dinners (Y), and now
begin to exclusively eat hamburger dinners (X); if the
window representing overall duration is 1 day long, the
last chicken dinner eaten will leave the window, and the
overall rate of hamburgers eaten will jump from zero
(the left-most point in Figure 1) to 1.0 (the right-most
point), in 1 day. If, however, the window were 1 year
long, it would take 1 year for the last chicken dinner to
exit from the window and for the overall percent ofham
burgers to move from 0 to 100.

The solid lines of Figure 1 represent local utilities of
X and Y. Local utilities occur over a much shorter period
than overall utilities. Here they represent utilities of a
single instance ofconsumption ofX or Y. Two features of
Figure 1 are important. First, the local utility ofX is al
ways higher than the local utility of Y (the solid line la
beled X is above that labeled Y). Second, the greater the
relative overall rate ofX, the lessthe utility ofboth X and
Y (both solid lines slope sharply down to the right). Con
sequently, the average utility over the duration of the
time window (the overall utility) decreases as the relative
overall rate ofX increases (the dashed line slopes down
ward to the right). The contingencies illustrated in Fig
ure 1 pit local against overall utility. Repeated choice of
the alternative with the higher local utility (X) inevitably
results in lower overall utility. On the other hand, in order
to maximize overall utility, a subject would have to re
peatedly choose the alternative with the lower local util
ity (Y).

The labels in parentheses show how the Herrnstein
Prelectheory applies to an exampleof addictivebehavior
alcoholism. The horizontal axis now represents the rela
tive overall rate of drinking or, in economic terms, the
"stock" ofdrinking. The upper and lower solid lines rep
resent utilities of accepting and refusing a single alco
holic drink. Note that whether drunk or sober, it is al
ways immediately better to have a drink than not to have
one. However, as the effects of drinking accumulate in
the drinker's body (in the form of deteriorating health)
and in the drinker's environment (in the form of deterio
rating social relationships and economic well-being),
overall utility decreases. In other words, while it is al
ways (whether drunk or sober) immediately better to
have a drink than not to have one, drinking decreases
utility in the long run.

The path from A to B to C is the "primrose path." A
meliorating subject-one who always chooses the alter
native with the highest local utility-would invariably
take this path. It is a dangerous path, however, because
the immediate benefit of the transition from A to B is
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Relative Overall Rate of X [X/(X+Y))

overall utility

local utility of X (drink)
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terms of maximization of some utility function-not
necessarily that addicts are farsighted or that they them
selves can provide coherent or convincing explanations
for their behavior.

The four theories discussed here are oftwo kinds. Two
are theories ofhow basic behavioral processes may result
in excessive and harmful consumption of a commodity.
The first is the "primrose path" theory of Herrnstein and
Prelec (1992); the second is the "rational addiction" the
ory of Becker and Murphy (1990). The third and fourth
theories to be discussed attempt to specify economic
properties of some substances that might cause those
substances to become addictive-the economic origins
of addiction. These are Stigler and Becker's (1977) the
ory of how the price of a commodity may vary with its
consumption and an elaboration of the Stigler-Becker
theory called "relative addiction."
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more than offset by the slow decline in utility from B to
C. The reverse path-from C to D to A-might be called
the "straight and narrow path." But a meliorating subject
would never take this path, would never move away
from C.

In Figure 1, the only stable point is at C, complete ad
diction. But the Herrnstein-Prelec model allows for other
possibilities. The solid lines might not be parallel, might
not be straight, and might cross at one or more points.
For example, the possibility that at low rates alcoholic
drinking increases overall utility (in terms of social fa
cilitation and even health) would be incorporated into
the model by rising and then falling solid lines. Crossing
points (points of equal local utility) allow for stability
wherever they occur. Nevertheless, because it rests on
strict melioration, the Herrnstein-Prelec model is lim
ited. In economic terms, the meliorating consumer (re
lying solely on local utilities and completely blind to
overall utilities) is "myopic." A meliorating consumer
completely ignores the effects of present consumption
on future utility. Such a consumer, choosing between
chicken and hamburger, would always choose whichever
were preferred at the moment, ignoring possible differ
ences in weight gain, health, or heartburn to be suffered
later.

Ofcourse people often do take into account the effects
of current consumption on future utility. To account for
such choices, Herrnstein and Prelec (1992) proposed a
process of restructuring local utility. Recall that final
causes and their effects are relative concepts. Local and
overall utilities are correspondingly relativistic. While
the utility ofeating a hamburger is local relative to ham
burger plus heartburn, hamburger plus heartburn is local
relative to hamburger plus heartburn plus weight gain.
As restructuring incorporates more and more context
into local utility, maximization oflocal utility (meliora
tion) approaches maximization of overall utility. As
Herrnstein (1997, p. 272) said, "Anything that makes it
easier for a subject to redefine the response categories
[restructure the alternatives] will make it easier to max
imize [to maximize overall utility]."

Heyman and Tanz (1995), in an experiment with pi
geon subjects choosing among food reinforcers by peck
ing keys, have shown that breadth of context incorpo
rated into local utility can be brought under stimulus
control. The contingencies roughly corresponded to
those of Figure I in that maximization oflocal utility (in
this experiment, local reinforcement rate) was pitted
against maximization of overall utility (in this experi
ment, overall reinforcement rate). A signal (a white
light) indicated when overall reinforcement (over a span
of many pecks) was increasing. Another signal (a blue
light) indicated decreases in overall reinforcement rate.
With the signals, pigeons did behave so as to maximize
overall utility. Without the signals, they maximized local
utility (and did not maximize overall utility). On the
basis of these results, Heyman (1996b) has applied the
Herrnstein-Prelec theory to a diverse variety of addic-

tion phenomena. For example, during the Vietnamese
war, many GIs became addicted to opium. Yet, when
they came home, despite withdrawal symptoms and con
tinued drug availability, the large majority of them did
not resume the habit. Heyman attributed the change to
stimulus control of the structure oflocal utility. In Viet
nam, life could be short and social relationships, brief.
Local utility was correspondingly narrow. At home, on
the other hand, the presence offamily and civilian career
acted, according to Heyman, like the pigeons' white and
blue lights-these signals restructured local utility so as
to incorporate more context.

The problem with the Herrnstein-Prelec theory is that
it provides no motive for restructuring. In the Heyman
and Tanz (1995) experiment, for example, the local util
ities were by definition relatively distinct while, without
the white and blue lights, overall utility was relatively in
distinct. With the lights, overall utility became as well
signaled as local utility. Now, when overall utility was
pitted against local utility, the pigeons maximized over
all utility. Why? Without assuming a tendency to re
structure alternatives as widely as possible (i.e., to max
imize overall utility), a theory based on melioration
(maximization of local utility) has no answer.

An economic account ofaddiction would not have the
above problem because, as previously indicated, maxi
mization ofoverall utility is the fundamental assumption
of modern economic theory. Except for this fundamen
tal assumption, and some terminological differences, the
Becker-Murphy (Becker & Murphy, 1990) theory of
"rational addiction" is very much like the Herrnstein
Prelec theory. This similarity is emphasized in the present
presentation of both theories. Both theories are simpli
fied-but nothing essential has been omitted from either.

THE BECKER-MURPHY THEORY

A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 reveals the major
similarities and differences between the Herrnstein
Prelec and Becker-Murphy theories. According to Becker
and Murphy (1990), harmful addiction is a consequence
of two opposing processes, "tolerance" and "reinforce
ment." The latter process overlaps but is not identical to
the psychological process of the same name. (To avoid
confusion, quotes will be retained for "reinforcement"
as used in the Becker-Murphy theory.) "Tolerance"
stands for the decrease in overall utility due to a person's
"stock" of the addictive substance. Stock increases with
consumption and depletes over time. Stock is equivalent
to relative overall rate in the Herrnstein-Prelec theory.
Just as choices ofX and Y enter the time window as they
occur and leave some time after, so they accumulate and
dissipate in stock. As in the Herrnstein-Prelec theory,
overall utility varies inversely with stock. For example,
the more alcohol a person has drunk over the past 6
months (beyond a certain point), the more likely he/she
is to be in bad health, to be out of a job, to have antago
nized family and friends, and so on. This would be true
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is a truly farsighted consumer, one who does not dis
count future events at all and weighs future utility, no
matter how distant, equally with present utility. Such a
person could never be an addict. In Figure 2, point C and
its environs (alcoholism) is lower than point A and its en
virons (social drinking). Because point A represents a
stable state that may be enjoyed indefinitely, a nondis
counter would simply choose point A regardless of how
difficult it was to get to that point; the benefits would
eventually outweigh the costs. At the other extreme is a
myopic consumer, one who cannot see beyond the next
change in utility. Such a person would, regardless of cur
rent state, inexorably follow the primrose path to C, to
addiction. Between these extremes, the degree to which
future utility is discounted will determine whether or not
a given person becomes an addict. The more discount
ing, the more likely is addiction.

Consider the addict at point C who might be consid
ering whether to quit. The fastest way to get to point A
is to stop consuming the addictive substance right now
(so as to deplete stock). If an addict suddenly stopped
consuming the addictive substance, utility would drop to
a point just to the left of D and then crawl slowly up the
line from D to A, presenting a constant, albeit decreas
ing, temptation to defect from this ("straight and nar
row") path. Of course, as noted above, a farsighted non
discounter would not hesitate to take this path since, once
at A, the higher utility could be enjoyed indefinitely. But
to the degree that the value of future enjoyment was dis
counted, the addict might very well decide not to take
the difficult path. This much "rationality" is explicit in
the Becker-Murphy theory and implicit in the Hermstein
Prelec theory, since the latter does not deny that future
events are discounted.'

Now consider the social drinker again. It appears from
Figure 2 that, at point A, the temptation to consume the
addictive substance must be very small. At that point the
immediate gain in utility from consumption (from point A
to just to the right ofpoint B) is at its smallest and might
be outweighed by future losses, even if they were dis
counted. The distinctive feature of the Becker-Murphy
theory, however, is that under certain conditions, the the
ory posits reasons to follow an addictive path from A to
C. Even though at A the present gain for consumption is
low, the prospective addict would, by consuming the ad
dictive substance and increasing stock, eventually reach
a point where the gain for consumption will be high. If
the increase in gain ("reinforcement") were weighted
highly, present (low-gain) consumption, at or near A,
would be seen as a sort of investment in future (high
gain)consumption,at or nearD. Beckerand Murphy (1990)
called this phenomenon adjacent complementarity. It is
as if the addict were buying left shoes at an earlier time
and right shoes at a later time. Left shoes by themselves
are worth little or nothing but would be in a sense an in
vestment in the enhanced value of right shoes later. In
the Becker-Murphy theory, it is adjacent complemen
tarity that drives "rational" (i.e., farsighted) consumers

o

high

Stockof The AddictiveCommodity

low

Figure 2. Utility as a function of stock of an addictive com
modity according to the Becker-Murphy theory. The essential
difference between this and Figure 1 is the wider spacing between
points C and D relative to A and B.

even if at present the person were sober. However, al
though utility decreases as stock increases ("tolerance"),
the immediate gain in utility from current consumption
of the addictive substance increases as stock increases
("reinforcement"). "Reinforcement" is illustrated by the
divergence of the solid lines in Figure 2. Although such
divergence is not inconsistent with the Herrnstein
Prelec theory, it is absolutely essential in the Becker
Murphy theory.

"Reinforcement," according to Becker and Murphy
(1990), is an increase in utility for a given amount of
consumption as stock increases. Following along with
the example ofthe alcoholic, although the alcoholic may
be much more miserable than the social drinker (due to
"tolerance"), the alcoholic gets a greater immediate boost
in utility from having a drink than the social drinker does
(due to "reinforcement"). Consumption of the substance
at any given moment has two effects. It immediately in
creases utility from line A-D to line B-C, and it adds
slightly to the stock (moving down to the right in the di
agram). These two effects may be assigned different
weights in determining overall utility. Thus, in the Becker
Murphy theory, "tolerance" and "reinforcement" oppose
each other just as, in the Herrnstein-Prelec theory, local
and overall utilities oppose each other.'

But the Becker-Murphy theory goes further, positing
a process of "rational addiction," even when future
events are taken into account-when the consumer is not
myopic. The rational consumer, according to Becker and
Murphy (1990), does take all future events into account
when choosing to consume or not. Overall utility is cal
culated on the basis of future as well as present "rein
forcement" and "tolerance." But future events are dis
counted. Let us consider two extremes. At one extreme
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to become addicts. Adjacent complementarity could
cause addiction even if the current gain in utility from
consumption were zero (even if, in Figure 2, the distance
between A and B were zero). What counts, for present
consumption, is not only its effect on present utility but
also its instrumentality in increasing the gain in utility
from future consumption. (This is the fundamental point
ofdeparture between the Becker-Murphy theory and the
Herrnstein-Prelec theory, which counts only present
gain from present consumption.) Although adjacent
complementarity depends on a farsighted consumer, this
process cannot overcome the basic fact that C is lower
than A. Thus, addiction still depends on discounting. Ad
jacent complementarity merely makes this dependence
less complete than it would otherwise be.

Becker and Murphy (1990) cited three factors that in
fluence whether a given person will become an addict or
whether a given substance will be addictive. The first is
the time discount rate, which may vary across com
modities (Raineri & Rachlin, 1993), across individuals
(Mischel, 1966), and within individuals as they age
(Green, Fry, & Myerson, 1994). The second is the rate of
dissipation of stock with time spent not consuming. This
is the rate of movement upward to the left from D to A
during nonconsumption. All else being equal, the faster
stock dissipates (or the narrower the time window) the
greater will be the difference in utility between A and C,
and the less tendency there will be for addiction to occur.
The third factor is the extrinsic price of the commodity,
in terms of money, risk (of jail), or time spent to obtain
the commodity. An addict at point C might find the im
mediate drop in utility from C to D too great to overcome
the delayed (hence discounted) rise from D to A. But, as
extrinsic price increases, net utility gained by consump-

consumption

C
non consumption

o

tion decreases and line B-C drops in height; with a
higher extrinsic price, the drop in utility between C and
D would be less, and the rise from C to A greater. A rise
in price may therefore destabilize addiction and start the
addict on the path to A.

Both the Herrnstein-Prelec and Becker-Murphy the
ories allow for bistable conditions. Figure 3 illustrates
such conditions with lines A-D and B-C parallel to those
of Figure 2 but crossing near the left of the diagram. To
the left of the intersection, nonconsumption would be
more locally valuable than consumption (A-D above B
e); repeated choices not to consume would reduce stock
by attrition; the myopic consumer would move gradually
to the left, as shown by the arrow, coming to rest at A. To
the right of the intersection, stock would increase; the
myopic consumer would move to the right, as shown by
the arrow, coming to rest at C. Thus, with intersecting
lines, consumption could stabilize on the left or the right
axis depending on whether the starting point were to the
left or right of the intersection point. The difference be
tween the Becker-Murphy and Herrnstein-Prelec theo
ries is that the former contains an additional force (adja
cent complementarity) that takes into account future as
well as present possibilities. Thus, even to the left of an
intersection, the wide distance between C and D, repre
senting relatively large rewards for future consump
tion (assuming that stock were built up by present con
sumption), would add weight to a decision to consume.
Temporary extrinsic changes in the price ofconsumption
or nonconsumption would raise or lower the lines, mov
ing the intersection point to the left or right, shifting in
centives, and perhaps sending consumers from one axis
to the other (converting addicts to nonaddicts and vice
versa).

Herrnstein and Prelec (1992) explicitly rejected "ra
tional addiction," but the rationality in the Be-cker
Murphy model implies only that choice is based on max
imization of discounted utility, not that a person sits
down one day and consciously decides to be an addict.
The addict is no more or less rational than a rat in a be
havioral economics experiment that maximizes utility by
allocating its time between eating and drinking (Rach
lin, Battalio, Kagel, & Green, 1981) or a frog that catches
a fly by determining a (future) point of intersection be
tween the path of its tongue and that of its target.

Both the Herrnstein-Prelec and Becker-Murphy the
ories as presented here take for granted the opposing
forces diagrammed in Figures I, 2, and 3. The two theo
ries described below attempt to provide an economic ex
planation of those forces.

low high
THE STIGLER-BECKER THEORY

Stockof The Addictive Commodity

Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, except that the price of consump
tion has been lowered relative to its alternative, resulting in bi
stable equilibrium at A and C.

Harmful addictions, according to Stigler and Becker
(1977), arise from a combination of inelastic demand
and a process I call "price habituation." Inelastic demand
means that consumption is insensitive to price. This im-
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Figure 4. A field of elements constituting economic commodi
ties. Circle X represents a given commodity consisting of two
classes of elements, those satisfying a certain need (s) and those
not satisfying that need (x).

plies that few other goods can substitute for the one in
question. Demand for necessities such as food, clothing,
and shelter is, by definition, highly inelastic.

Although the money price of a good may remain con
stant, there are some goods (common addictive sub
stances are notorious examples) for which, as consump
tion rises, more and more of the good seems to be required
to achieve the same effect. The need for an addictive good
apparently rises with its consumption. However, instead
of assuming that need rises, Stigler and Becker (1977)
assumed that need stays constant but real price (money
price plus all other costs) rises.

Figure 4 illustrates a hypothetical mechanism that
could account for price habituation. The outer circle
stands for a commodity, X, consisting of various ele
ments. Some set of these elements, s, satisfies a certain
need or drive, and some other set, x, does not satisfy that
need or drive; but Xhas to be bought as a whole (s+x) to
get s. A consumption-induced price increase (price ha
bituation) results when the ratio of s to x decreases as
more and more ofX is consumed. Even though the price
ofX may remain constant, the price of s effectively goes
up (as when cereal manufacturers raise prices by keep
ing box size and price per box constant but reducing the
ratio of cereal to air in the box).

Given this mechanism, the neophyte alcoholic and the
experienced alcoholic would have equal needs for alco
hol but, for the neophyte, s would be relatively large per
ounce of alcohol. Thus, for the neophyte drinker, the
price of satisfying the need for alcohol would be less
than it is for the experienced alcoholic. As the neophyte
becomes more and more experienced, s would shrink rel
ative to x-and, although alcohol's money price ($ per
unit of X) stays constant, its real price ($ per unit of s)
would rise. This is price habituation. In combination
with inelastic demand for s, it can account for accelera
tion of consumption. As consumption proceeds, inelas
ticity of demand for s would draw resources from other
goods. Withdrawal of the addictive substance (X) would
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have harmful effects because demand for s is assumed to
be inelastic-there are no substitutes for s; no other
goods contain it. This is why, according to Stigler and
Becker (1977), harmful addictions go together with ha
bituation or tolerance for the addictive substance.

"Beneficial addictions," on the other hand, are said by
Stigler and Becker (1977) to arise from a combination of
highly elastic demand and what I call "price sensitiza
tion." Elastic demand means that consumption is highly
sensitive to price. This implies that many other goods
can substitute for the one in question to satisfy a need or
drive (many goods contain s). The demand for moviego
ing, for example, is elastic; a consumer could go to a
play, watch television, and so on. Thus, for an individual,
moviegoing is sensitive to price. When the price of movie
going goes up (relative to the price of its substitutes), the
average person will go to fewer movies.

But it is also true that the experienced moviegoer, the
movie expert, gets more (or a higher level of) satisfac
tion from a given amount of moviegoing than the neo
phyte does. The expert knows more about the actors, di
rectors, other similar films; this context enriches the
expert's experience of the movie. Thus the price of a
given amount of time in a movie theater is lower (s is a
greater fraction ofX) for an experienced moviegoer than
for a novice; the novice has to see more movies (and thus
pay more) to get the same satisfaction as the expert. This
is price sensitization. In combination with elastic de
mand, it would cause more and more moviegoing; as
more movies are watched, their real price (cost per unit
of s) would go down; but as price goes down, elastic de
mand would cause a rise in moviegoing, which, in turn,
would cause the real price to descend further, and so
forth. But such addictions would not normally be harm
ful because if the money price of a beneficial addiction
were to rise sharply, or if the good (X) were suddenly cut
off, there would be plenty ofsubstitutes; consumption of
X would simply drop:

A problem with the Stigler-Becker theory is that real
world studies ofharmfully addictive substances have fre
quently shown demand for those substances to be rela
tively elastic. Becker et al. (1992) cited several instances:
Chaloupka (1991) for cigarettes; Cook and Tauchen
(1980) for alcohol; Mobilia (1990) for gambling; Nisbet
and Vakil (1972) for marijuana; Silverman and Spruill
(1977) for heroin. Moreover, psychologists studying con
sumption by individuals in the laboratory have found that
consumption of cigarettes, alcohol, cocaine, heroin, and
other drugs is relatively responsive to price (DeGrandpre
& Bickel, 1996; Heyman, 1996a; Vuchinich & Tucker,
1996b). That is, demand for these commodities is elas
tic. Although, as noted above, Stigler and Becker (1977)
did discuss a kind of addiction compatible with elastic
demand, such addictions are generally thought to be ben
eficial, or at least not harmful.

But Stigler and Becker (1977) proposed their theory
of addiction only as an illustration, among several others,
of how apparently changing tastes could be described in
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terms ofconstant utility functions. An elaboration of the
Stigler-Becker theory, called "relative addiction theory,"
makes it flexible enough to account for elastic demand
for addictive substances and also compatible with the
Herrnstein-Prelec and Becker-Murphy theories described
above.

RELATIVE ADDICTION THEORY

In what follows we will drop the economist's language
of "commodities" and "goods" and adopt the psycholo
gist's language of"consumption activity." In other words,
it is assumed that consumption creates utility (Premack,
1965; Rachlin et aI., 1981; Rachlin & Burkhard, 1978).
Suppose there were two activities, X and Y, fairly substi
tutable for each other but not substitutable for anything
else. Suppose, for example, some consumption activity, s,
were necessary for life and that deprivation of s created a
strong demand for it. Suppose, moreover, that s were
available through only a small number of consumption
activities-say two, X and Y. Then X and Y would be at
least to some extent mutually substitutable but, as a pair,
relatively nonsubstitutable for other consumption activi
ties. In a sense, X and Y would be in a compartment to
gether, walled off from other activities. In economic
terms, the commodities consumed would be "separable"
(Becker, 1976, Part IV). The demand for s would be in
elastic because by assumption there is no substitute for s.
But the demand for X would be elastic because there is a
substitute-Yo Recent evidence for high demand elastic
ity ofaddictive activities like drinking alcohol (Heyman,
1996a; Vuchinich & Tucker, 1996a) and smoking ciga
rettes (Fisher, 1996) would, therefore, be consistent with
the theory. Figure 5 diagrams the situation. Activities X
and Yeach contain some s along with other components
(x and y) that distinguish them (X from Y), but no other
activity contains any S.

The theory's mechanism ofaddiction thus depends on
mutual substitutability. But it also depends on price ha
bituation of one of the activities and price sensitization
of the other. In the next section we consider evidence for
the existence of such pairs of activities, but for the sake
of explicating the mechanism, let us simply assume that

x y

x

Figure 5. A field ofelements constituting various consumption
activities. The circles represent individual activities. Activities X
and Yboth contain s,

because of their differing non-s qualities (x and y), X is
price habituated and Y is price sensitized. That is, the
more activity X is performed, the higher the real price of
X; the more Y is performed, the lower the real price of Y.
This yields the double downward sloping lines of Fig
ures 1, 2, and 3; increases of X and decreases of Y both
decrease utility (via increased price).

Suppose that initially Y were cheaper than X but, be
cause of extrinsic economic forces, the money price of X
were suddenly and sharply reduced. Because X and Yare
mutually substitutable (to a degree), and because s is in
demand, the now-cheap activity X would increase in rate
and Y would decrease. IfX increases, its real price would
rise (due to price habituation); if Y decreases, its price
would also rise (due to reduction in price sensitization).
If the rise in the real price ofX were less than the rise in
the real price of Y, more ofX (and less of Y) would again
be bought, which, for the same reason as before, would
increase the price of Y relative to X. Again, more re
sources would be devoted to X, and so forth, until all
available resources were devoted to X (and Y not
bought). This is the proposed mechanism underlying ad
diction to X. As in Figures I, 2, and 3, increases of ac
tivity X relative to Y increase the price (equivalent to de
creasing the local utility) of both activities. The
appendix mathematically derives conditions for harmful
addiction (X/Y---+oo), beneficial addiction (X/Y---+O), and
stability (X/Y---+ a constant).

In summary, according to relative addiction theory,
consumption of the addictive substance creates an in
crease in price of both the addictive activity (X) and its
substitute (Y). Addiction occurs when X remains cheaper
than Y throughout consumption. (It is this state of affairs
rather than Becker and Murphy's [1990] "adjacent com
plementarity" or Herrnstein and Prelec's [1992] "melio
ration" that creates the primrose path illustrated in Figures
I, 2, and 3.) Repeated choice of X over Y (the cheaper over
the more expensive source ofs) leads the addict to a point
where the price of both activities is maximal. Herrnstein
and Prelec took this contingency pattern as a given. Here,
we derive it from basic economic principles.

The next section cites evidence that two activities,
smoking and social interaction, are (to a degree) mutu
ally substitutable, and argues that smoking is price ha
bituated while social interaction is price sensitized.
Again, for the sake of explication, let us assume this to
be the case. (Replace the label "consumption" in Fig
ure 3 with "smoking" and "nonconsumption" with "so
cial activity.") Applying the assumptions to these spe
cific activities: (I) Smoking and social interaction are
mutually substitutable activities; (2) smoking is price ha
bituated-the more cigarettes smoked, the more smoking
costs (i.e., less pleasure is gotten from each successive
cigarette); and (3) social interaction is price sensitized
the more social activity, the less (time, effort, and money)
social interaction costs (i.e., social support needs to be
maintained to be effective).



Now suppose either the price of smoking suddenly de
creases or a person suddenly loses social support (say, a
close friend or relative dies). Because these activities are
substitutable, the person starts smoking a bit more and
withdrawing a bit from social activities. Both activities
now increase slightly in price-smoking (X) because of
price habituation-social interaction (Y) because ofre
duction in sensitization. Let us first assume that the price
habituation of smoking is more sensitive than the price
sensitization of social interaction (implying that the rel
ative slopes of A-D and B-C in Figure 3 are reversed).
This is relative price habituation. Then the increase in
the price of smoking would be greater than that of social
interaction. Given this increase in the relative price of
smoking, the person would now turn back to social ac
tivities to obtain s (whatever is gotten from these activi
ties in common). This turning back would decrease the
real price of social interaction further (due to price sen
sitization), but it would also decrease the price ofsmok
ing (due to loss of habituation). By the assumption that
price habituation is more responsive to consumption than
is price sensitization, the decrease in the price of smok
ing would be greater than that of social interaction. So the
person would smoke more. Again, this would increase
the relative price of smoking, causing the person to
smoke less. In other words, there would be an oscillation
about a point ofequilibrium, finally settling on a ratio of
smoking and social activity that maintains a balance. (In
Figure 3, the direction ofboth arrows would reverse, and
consumption would be stable at the intersection.) Thus.
relative price habituation would not produce the run
away tendency to consume that characterizes addiction.

Now, however, consider what happens with relative
price sensitization (A-D steeper than B-C, as in Fig
ure 3). Now when a person shifts to more smoking (be
cause the extrinsic price ofcigarettes suddenly decreases
or that of social interaction suddenly increases), the sub
sequent increase in the price of smoking (due to price ha
bituation) would not be as great as the subsequent in
crease in the price of social interaction (due to loss of
sensitization). Now the person could not get as much s as
before from (much more expensive) social interaction
and would have to get more from (not so much more ex
pensive) smoking. So he/she would smoke more and so
cialize less. This would raise the relative price of social
izing still more, causing still more smoking and still less
socializing, until finally socializing would become pro
hibitively expensive; all s would be gotten from smoking
even though that, too, would be very expensive. Relative
consumption of smoking (X/Y) has become infinite.
Thus. relative price sensitization would produce the run
away tendency to consume that characterizes addiction.

EVIDENCE FOR RELATIVE
ADDICTION THEORY

Do cigarette smoking and social interaction behave as
commodities X and Yare here supposed to behave? Re-
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cent evidence indicates that they do. On the basis of sev
eral studies of smoking and "social support" (the com
modity corresponding to the activity ofsocial interaction),
Fisher (1996) summarized evidence for their mutual sub
stitutability: People with more social support smoke less
than those with less social support; smoking cessation
programs work better when they are accompanied by in
creased social support; the sudden withdrawal of social
support (e.g., by widowhood or divorce) tends to be ac
companied by an increase in smoking.

Fisher stated (p. 227):

(a) Similar operations such as stressful events, personal
losses, and performance challenges are likely to insti
gate choices for either social support or smoking.

(b) Psychological effects such as depressed mood, anxi
ety, or need for arousal appear to follow the operations
noted in (a) and to be associated with increased inter
est in both smoking and social support.

(c) The common effects of social support and smoking ap
pear to include anxiety reduction, mood elevation and
performance enhancement.

Although smoking and social interaction may be sub
stitutable for each other, they are clearly different in
terms of the relation between consumption and demand.
Nicotine generates its own antagonists in the body (Mc
Morrow & Foxx, 1983); therefore, up to a point, greater
and greater doses of the drug are required to have the
same mood-elevating effect. This is price habituation. Of
course, at first, there is a degree of sensitization as the
neophyte learns to smoke, but once this threshold is
crossed, smoking may accelerate to an extreme (U.S. De
partment of Health and Human Services, 1988). The re
lation between the demand for social support and its con
sumption would seem to be more complex. For most
children, social interaction is freely available (i.e.,
cheap), but eventually considerable skill must be ac
quired to maintain it (Ainsworth & Bowlby, 1991). In
new social circumstances the skill must be altered or
reacquired; without practice, it grows rusty. (This is why
baseball players need spring training after a winter of in
activity.) By the time adulthood is reached, some people
are clearly better than others at securing and maintaining
social activity (Fisher, 1996). It is thus fair to say that so
cial interaction is in general price sensitized-the more
it is performed, the cheaper it gets, the less it is per
formed, the more expensive it gets.

If social interaction and cigarette smoking are substi
tutable, what is the common need or drive that they sat
isfy? Fisher (1996) speculated that anxiety reduction,
mood elevation, and performance enhancement are the
common factors. These psychological factors may achieve
their effects through different mechanisms, or they may
be common effects ofa single mechanism such as a hor
mone or stimulation in a certain area of the brain. Green
and Rachlin (1991) found that hypothalamic electrical
brain stimulation was partially substitutable for both eat
ing and drinking, two commodities not at all substi
tutable for each other. It should not be surprising, there-
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fore, that two such apparently diverse activities as smoking
and social interaction are mutually substitutable. In any
case, the question, What is the mechanism of s? is be
yond the scope of a teleological theory. Nevertheless, if
the present theory is correct, the addictive nature ofsmok
ing lies not in some special physiological properties
unique to smoking, but in the fact that it is price habitu
ated and also substitutable for a price-sensitized activity.
The elasticity ofdemand for cigarettes would be due, not
to an elasticity of demand for anxiety reduction, mood
elevation, and performance enhancement, but to the fact
that these essential (i.e., nonelastic) reinforcers are avail
able from social interaction as well as smoking.

It seems reasonable to suppose that social interaction
would be substitutable for other addictive activities such
as consumption of alcohol and other drugs. Indirect ev
idence for such substitutability is the high price elastic
ity of these activities (DeGrandpre & Bickel, 1996; Hey
man, 1996a; Vuchinich & Tucker, 1996b). More direct
evidence comes from a study by Vuchinich and Tucker
(1996b) of relapse ofalcoholics who had participated in
a treatment program. Relapse was significantly more
frequent among those with low social support.

Schuster et al. (1995) examined outcome data from a
voucher-based treatment with injecting heroin abusers in
methadone treatment who also had a history ofheavy co
caine abuse. The treatment program successfully re
duced cocaine use among most of the addicts. However,
a disproportionately large fraction of program partici
pants had been diagnosed as having an antisocial per
sonality disorder (APD), and the program was notably
unsuccessful with those subjects. Thus it appears that
APD is linked with drug use in the first place and when
present, retards treatment. This is what would be ex
pected if drugs could substitute for social support.

Whether or not the present theory is correct, high
price elasticity for addictive activities means that some
thing must be substitutable for them. Social interaction
seems a likely candidate. If so, Figure 5 would become
more complex. Different activities would overlap differ
ently. If X and Z were price habituated activities (like
smoking and drinking) and Y were price sensitized (like
social interaction), then a person's addiction to X or Z
would depend on X's and Z's respective initial prices and
on relative price habituation or price sensitization be
tween each pair. Assuming X and Z to be about equally
price habituated and Y to be relatively price sensitized
with respect to them both, there would be a tendency to
alternate between X and Z (to be addicted to both!).
However, if the prices ofX and Z were different, and X
and Z were between themselves highly substitutable, all
consumption would go to the cheaper of the two.

In real social systems, the price of social interaction
(in terms of time, effort, and money) varies very widely.
For children whose parents care for them, the price is es
sentially zero; for children whose parents do not care for
them, the price must be prohibitive. For adults, the gain
or loss of family and friends can cause sharp variations

in price. We should, therefore, expect addiction in gen
eral to vary widely and (compensating for price) be in
versely proportional to the price of social interaction
within any social group.

An important feature of the present model is its de
pendence on initial conditions. For each pair of com
modities there is a point ofstable or unstable equilibrium
(see Appendix). With relative price sensitization, the
bistable conditions illustrated in Figure 3 would apply.
An interesting case arises when the negatively addictive
activity becomes extrinsically instrumental for obtaining
the positive commodity-for example, when smoking,
drinking, or taking crack becomes a condition of social
interaction. The phrase "social drinking" implies the per
vasivenessof such a contingency.The social drinker drinks
in part to reduce the cost ofsocial support. In such circum
stances, the initial ratio X/Y (drinking/socializing) would
not be zero and might be hovering just below equilibrium
(just to the left of the intersection point in Figure 3).
There, a small change in price (a reduction in the price
of drinking or an increase in that of socializing) could
tip the balance (by elevating B-C relative to A-D, as in
Figure 2) and moving consumption to a single stable
point at C. By the time conditions of Figure 3 were re
stored, consumption could have come to rest at C. At the
other extreme, contingencies would work the other way.
Addiction is usually socially condemned. But now, at C,
the immediate negative effect of quitting (moving from
C to D) would far outweigh the negative effect of the
condemnation.

Perhaps this is the reason for a phenomenon studied in
cigarette consumption called "the ratchet effect" (Young,
1983); as the money price of cigarettes decreases, con
sumption rises; but when the money price later increases,
consumption of cigarettes does not fall. Apparently, for
cigarettes (and perhaps for other addictive commodi
ties), the elasticity of demand differs for upward and
downward variation of money price. According to the
relative addiction model, a ratchet effect would occur in
an individual if the decrease in the money price of ciga
rettes served to start him/her on the path to addiction (to
push him/her over the X/Y point of equilibrium). Once
past the equilibrium point, he/she would progress to ad
diction (X/Y-->oo). At that point, it would take a massive
price decrease to push him/her back over the equilibrium
point. The model predicts, then, that the ratchet effect
should be stronger the longer the interval between the
initial price decrease and the subsequent price rise (be
cause the longer the interval, the further toward addic
tion the person will have progressed). This has yet to be
tested.'

LIMITATIONS

A teleological and behavioral theory such as the pre
sent one can discover only the constants and variables
pertaining to the behavior ofa whole organism. It cannot
discover the internal mechanisms underlying those con-



stants and variables. A teleological theory can point to
the properties that an essential variable, such as s, must
have, but it cannot identify s.

A more crucial limitation of the present theory is that
it is a theory ofaddiction or craving, not a theory of self
control. Relative addiction theory describes the proper
ties of addictive substances and explains why they are
addictive but does not indicate how addictions may be
controlled. Self-control theories such as those ofAinslie
(1992) and Rachlin (1995) take as a given the demands
for various substances but do not indicate, except in gen
eral terms, why certain commodities are addictive and
others are not. The present theory, therefore, comple
ments rather than substitutes for theories of self-control.

Relative addiction theory, like the Herrnstein-Prelec
theory, is myopic. But, also like the Herrnstein-Prelec
theory, it can accommodate discounting of future events.
As with all theories discussed, more myopic individuals
(those with relatively steep discount functions) are more
likely than farsighted individuals (those with relatively
shallow discount functions) to become addicts. The my
opia in the present theory derives from the assumption
that organisms maximize present utility based on present
conditions. The theory takes account of how past con
sumption affects present prices but not of how present
consumption affects future prices. When one activity (X)
is price habituated and the other (Y) is price sensitized,
increases ofX increase the price of both activities in the
future. If this future increase were given its full weight in
the present, addiction would not occur. Addictive behav
ior only occurs, therefore, when future events are sharply
discounted. Theories of self-control are theories of how
discounting may be avoided or circumvented. Ainslie
(1992) suggestedextrinsic or intrinsiccommitment. Prelec
and Herrnstein (1992) suggested restructuring of alter
natives, and Rachlin (1995) suggested patterning of
choices over time. All alike presuppose, beneath addic
tion, choice ofa strong, brief, immediate reward (in con
flict with its own, still stronger, harmful future effects).
The present theory specifies the conditions under which
such rewards are generated.

IMPLICATIONS

Relative addiction theory suggests that Fisher (1996)
is on the right track to look for substitutability in such
apparently disparate activities as cigarette smoking and
social interaction. Discovery of other such price-sensi
tized substitutes for harmful addictions might lead to
more effective treatment methods. Fisher's evidence im
plies that those who advocate making drugs more ex
pensive and those who advocate social programs for ad
dicts are both, in a sense, correct. Increasing the price of
drugs and decreasing the price ofsubstitutes (such as so
cial support) should both tend to decrease drug taking.
But to bring an addict all the way back to and over the
point of unstable equilibrium, the relative price change
would have to be very large (see Appendix). Perhaps both
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avenues should be pursued, but it may well be more dif
ficult for society to increase the price of drugs to very
high levels (say, by making criminal penalties severe and
certain) than to reduce the price of social support to near
zero levels.
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APPENDIX
The Conditions ofAddiction

We are looking for a function relating relative consumption
at time t, (X/Y)t, to relative consumption at time f - 1, (X/Y)t-I'
Then we will examine when, as t steps along, the function sta
bilizes, and when it progresses to extremes. The time marker, t,
is here taken to represent an interval during which consump
tion activities (X and Y) occur in various proportions (Rachlin
& Burkhard, 1978). The utility ofthe package, X" Y; may be ex
pressed as

cause of addiction in both models is discounting per se, not the partic
ular discount function assumed.

4. The mechanism illustrated in Figure 4, the one to be illustrated in
Figure 5, and the terms price habituation and price sensitization are
used for explanatory purposes only. The actual physiological mecha
nisms underlying these processes are not specifiable by a teleological
theory.

5. This explanation of the ratchet effect depends on the existence of
an unstable equilibrium point, as in Figure 3. Thus, a ratchet effect
would also be predicted by the Herrnstein-Prelec and Becker-Murphy
models with crossing consumption and nonconsumption lines (the
bistable conditions discussed previously).

where a and b are scale factors and n « I) is a constant repre
senting substitutability between X and Y. Equation A I is called
a CES function and much used to describe economic data. In
psychology, Equation Al has described consumption patterns
ofrats choosing between imperfect substitutes (food, water, fla
vored liquids, electrical brain stimulation), and it implies match
ing of relative responding to relative reinforcement (Rachlin,
1978). Thus, by extension, it accounts for all of the choice data
with humans and nonhumans described by Herrnsteins match
ing law (Herrnstein, 1997).

As n approaches 1.0, the activities approach perfect substi
tutability-the utility of the package approaches the simple
sum of the quantities (times scale factors) consumed. For ex
ample, ifX were Coke and Y were Pepsi, the utility of a mixed
package of bottles of Coke and Pepsi would, for most 'con
sumers, be close to the total number of bottles in the package
(a and b allowing for different-sized bottles). Values of n
greater than 1.0 are conceivable but would imply that the mar
ginal utility of an activity could increase as its amount in
creased. This would violate the law of diminishing marginal
utility. We therefore assume that n does not exceed 1.0.

As n approaches zero, the activities become less substi
tutable, like Coke and Seven-Up, and as n becomes more and
more negative the activities become complements, like Coke
and pretzels. The usual illustrations of strong complementarity
are left shoes and right shoes or bicycle wheels and bicycle
frames. The concepts of substitutability and complementar
ity connect with the psychological concept of motivation in
the sense that the more of an activity you do, the less you need
or want its substitutes and the more you need or want its com
plements.

Let us assume further that at any period of time some fixed
amount (W,) of resources (time, effort, money, or some combi
nation of these) is available to distribute between X, and Y,:

p.X, + q.Y, = w" (A2)

where p and q are true prices ofX and Y. Rachlin (1978) showed
that utility (Equation A I, under constraints of Equation A2) is
maximized when

(AI)U = aXt+ bY,",
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I. Two prior causal principles, material causes and formal causes,
were used by Aristotle to describe (nonmoving) substances. Material
causes stand to formal causes as efficient to final. Formal and final
causes were thought by Aristotle to be more scientific than material and
efficient causes because they are more abstract, and therefore more gen
eral. Renaissance physics turned these priorities around. The teleolog
ical theories presented here are thus attempts to reestablish Aristotelian
scientific principles in modem psychology on equal footing with those
of Renaissance physics.

2. Point A is set at low consumption ("social drinking") rather than
no consumption (abstinence) only for the sake of convenience. The dif
ficult questions-How does a non-drug user first come to use an ad
dictive substance? Is it possible for an addict to become a moderate
user? Does moderate consumption of drugs require a higher or lower
degree of self-control than does abstinence?-are beyond the scope of
this article. (See Rachlin, 1995, for a discussion of the last question.)

3. Chung and Herrnstein (1967) proposed what economists believe to
be an "irrational" (hyperbolic) discount function, whereas Becker and
Murphy proposed a "rational" (exponential) function, but the operating
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The exponent, m, referring to Figure 5, is a measure ofthe shift
in s between X and Y from trial to trial. At m = - I, X loses all
sand Y gains all s. At m = I, X gains all sand Yloses all s. One
way to think of the limits on m is to consider m as a change in
the fraction,y'/(x' + y') from t - I to t, where x' = x/Xandy' =
y/Y. If X were completely price habituated and Y completely
price sensitized, x' would change from 0 to I and y' from I to
o(m = -1) in a single trial. At the other extreme, the reverse
would occur (m = 1).

When m = 0, relative price is independent of consumption.
When m > 0, relative price varies directly with prior relative
consumption; this is relative price habituation. When m < 0,
relative price varies inversely with prior relative consumption;
this is relative price sensitization.

Substituting Equation A3 in Equation A4:

(A6)~>O.
n-I

Since (n - 1) is negative and the fraction mien - I) is positive,
m must be negative. Negative values ofm (relative price sensi
tization) therefore result in instability of time allocation to X
and Y. On the other hand, positive values of m (relative price
habituation) produce values ofr that are less than unity. There
fore, relative price habituation results in stable consumption al
locations.

Note that, even with negative values ofm, harmful addiction
does not automatically follow. If the initial value of X is less
than that of Y, and m is negative, all consumption shifts to Y. By
assumption, Y is price sensitized. High levels of many price
sensitized activities, such as listening to classical music, read
ing Trollope novels, and socializing, are not normally harmful.
But even these activities may become harmful if done to ex
cess, and some such activities (television watching or Web surf
ing) are considered addictions at high levels.

On the other hand, if m is negative and the initial value ofX
is greater than that of Y, all consumption shifts to X. By as
sumption, X is price habituated. High levels of at least some
price-habituated activities, such as drinking alcohol, sniffing
cocaine, and smoking cigarettes, are indeed normally harmful.

proaches unity more or less rapidly from its initial value. At r =
0, X/Y jumps immediately to unity. At r = 1.0, X/Y stays at its
initial value. Thus, 0 < r < 1.0 is a stable range for X/Yo How
ever, ifr > 1.0 andXis initially greater than Y,X/Y grows to in
finity. Ifr > 1.0 and Yis initially greaterthanX,X/Yapproaches
zero. Thus, r > 1.0 is an unstable range for X/Yo Negative val
ues of r mirror the effects ofpositive values, except stability is
approached by oscillations of decreasing amplitude and ex
tremes are approached by oscillations of increasing amplitude.
We will assume here that r is always positive (oscillations oc
curring within rather than between successive intervals).

Now let us consider the exponent, m, ofEquation A4. Recall
that for consumption of normal commodities, n < 1. Thus,
n - 1 must be negative. For instability,

r=~+I>1
n-I '

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

-I<m<l.

(X) (X)~+IY t = Y t~~1 •

(X) =(Pb) n~l.
Y t qa t

As the activities become more and more substitutable (n ~ I),
X/Y approaches zero or infinity depending on relative price; as
suming a = b, if the true price (p) of a unit ofX is higher than
that (q) of a unit of Y, then all consumption will go to Y, and
vice versa (as is usually the case with Coke and Pepsi-people
buy whichever is cheaper). If the activities are perfectly com
plementary (like wearing left and right shoes), then n becomes
negatively infinite and X = Y (as is usually the case with left
and right shoes-people wear them in pairs).

Now let us consider how Equation A3 would change over
time with consumption ofX and y. We are concerned here with
relative, not absolute, consumption. Absolute consumption is
regulated by the substitutability ofX and Y in common for other
activities. Since by assumption the demand for quality s is in
elastic (s is assumed to be available only from X or Y), the ab
solute rate of consumption ofX and Y together would be fairly
constant. A simple expression of alteration of relative price
with relative consumption is

Let us say the exponent (m/(n - 1) + 1) = r, and ask what
happens as r varies. When r varies between 0 and 1.0, X/Y ap-

(Manuscript received February 4, 1997;
revision accepted for publication July 9,1997.)


